What’s “Knowledge Dissemination Unit”? 

The Knowledge Dissemination Unit (KDU) is designed to make use of the research that is carried out at the IIS to provide opportunities for the public to improve their scientific knowledge.

**Aim**: Promotion of interest in and awareness of science and technology among the public

**S N G**

Scientists for the Next Generation!

SNG develops various projects to have young people awareness of Science and technology among the young generation.

**Meeting with the IIS faculty members**

The meeting with the faculty members who performed outreach and educational activities.

**School Outreach Program**

Open House of “KOMABA Research Campus 2018” for Junior High and High School Students

**U R O P**

Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program

UROP is offered to undergraduate students, particularly freshmen and sophomores, at the College of Arts and Sciences “KYOYO GAKUBU” Campus.

**Evening Seminar for the Journalists**

Researchers ⇔ Journalists ⇔ General Public

Evening Seminar for the Journalists